
Emphasis for the 2016-17 Season: 
Keep The Free Throw Free! 

Rule 4-20-1:  “A free throw is the opportunity given a player to 
score one point by an unhindered try for goal from within the 

free-throw semicircle and behind the free-throw line.” 

Therefore:  New Rules 1-20 and 9-1-3h …………………>>> 



New Rule 1-20 
Rule 1-20 - Non-
playing personnel, 
e.g., spirit 
participants, media, 
shall remain outside 
of the playing area 
during a 30 second 
or less time-out 
during the game. 
Non-playing 
personnel shall 
stand outside the 
free-throw lane 
lines extended 
toward the sidelines 
throughout the 
game. 



“New” Rule 9-1-3h 

 It isn’t new . . . was the rule from 1993-1998 

 Last Year’s POE #3 . . . (p.69, 15/16 Rules Book) 

 Uses familiar rule concepts (4-20-1, 9-1 PENALTIES 2a,2b; 8-1-3) 

 Addresses what is apparently a problem in some area(s) 

OUR AIM: 
   Learn it 
   Learn what it looks like 
   Learn how to adjudicate it when it happens 
   Learn how to employ preventative officiating for it 



THIS IS WHAT THIS RULE IS TRYING TO STOP 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NJ4SpR6_wU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NJ4SpR6_wU


THIS IS WHAT THIS RULE IS TRYING TO STOP 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70UZIhwL-00 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70UZIhwL-00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70UZIhwL-00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=70UZIhwL-00


Rule 9-1-3h – Players occupying marked free-throw 
lane lines spaces may not enter the free-throw 
semicircle until the ball touches the ring or until 
the free throw ends. 



Rule 9-1-3h – Players occupying marked free-throw 
lane lines spaces may not enter the free-throw 
semicircle until the ball touches the ring or until 
the free throw ends. 



What a 9-1-3h Looks Like 



What a 9-1-3h Looks Like 



What a 9-1-3h Looks Like 



PRECURSOR TO LOOK FOR:  That Overly Aggressive Lane Space Player 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5UBbU9u5mA 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5UBbU9u5mA


PRECURSOR TO LOOK FOR:  That Overly Aggressive Lane Space Player 
https://youtu.be/s2fjJ4gFV0U  

mailto:https://youtu.be/s2fjJ4gFV0U


PRECURSOR TO LOOK FOR:  That Overly Aggressive Lane Space Player 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9hBrxAaWFw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9hBrxAaWFw


ADJUDICATION 
QUESTION:  A defensive lane-space player commits an 
obvious lane violation.  What is the covering official’s 
immediate reaction? 





Exactly the Same with New Rule 9-1-3h 
-- It’s Merely Another Lane Violation -- 



We’re all familiar when we “Clear the Lanes” for 
certain free throws, right? 

   

See Rule 8-1-3 



Only “Scary” Issues: 
1) Whose plate is now a little more full? (***) 
2) What happens if that early-entry lane space 

player fouls the free-thrower?  (not new…) 



2)  What happens if the FT’er is fouled? 



MHSAA Adaptation 

ENFORCEMENT:  VIOLATION, then FOULS… 
    

   If a defender contacts the free thrower (after crossing 
the free throw line prior to the ball striking the ring or 
backboard), a personal foul is the correct ruling.   - NFHS 
 
Also, See Interpretations, SITUATION 2. 
    

MHSAA Interpretation: 

“Our intent is the following: 
Contact with the free thrower more than incidental merits a personal foul….we 
need to make it more than just mere contact. 
Thanks! 
 Mark Uyl 
MHSAA Assistant Director” 



THE ORDER OF THINGS 
  

DELAYED VIOLATION, THEN FOUL: 
1. Substitute free throw, if nec. (8-3-1?) 
2. “Finish the first foul” as necessary (8-3-1?) 
3. “Penalize the last foul” as required 



FOUL FOLLOWING 9-1-3h VIOLATION and FOUL 
 
   A1 is shooting the front end of a bonus. B1, on 
the lane line, aggressively enters the lane and 
penetrates the FT line (semi-circle) before the 
throw hits the rim on a miss, and B1 also makes 
contact with the thrower for a foul. So you have a 
replacement FT for the violation on entering the 
semi-circle. A1 also got fouled so is entitled to yet 
another bonus. Clear the lane lines and have A1 
shoot the replacement first shot for the original 
bonus. Once that sequence is compete, populate 
the lane lines for the second bonus sequence.  



Covering official (C or 2 person T) has a lot on the plate 
-- Can’t afford to make FT time a personal time-out! 

A. Initial Position  B. Watch Assigned Players C. Count 
D. Step Down on Release of Last FT  E. Arm Up to Chop the 

Clock  F. Watch FT Line and Related Players 
G. (2P) Glance Up to Rim  H. Surveil Rebounding Action 



Can you think of any permissible examples of preventative 
officiating that can be employed in this potential situation? 


